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Abstract. In this paper, we focus on user assistance in an interactive
and adaptive system. The increase in production of digital data, these
last two years has raised several issues regarding the management of
heterogeneous and multiple source data in the user’s environment. One
distinctive feature of user assistance is the user model that represents
essential information about each user. We propose a modeling of a scientific user, who is a researcher, in a personal resource management system.
Our methodology is based on the IMS-LIP standard extension and the
user’s trace management. Our work can assist users in the consolidated
management of their resources and their environment, based on the user’s
profile. Experimental results obtained by the emperical evaluation in our
laboratory are presented.
Keywords: User modelling, adaptation, profile management, trace-based
system, research resource management system
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Introduction

Currently, user profiles have a very important role in all digital environments [1] [2].
The use of profiles is one of the means that enables systems to adapt to the specificities of its users in the digital environments. Every information system, created
as a service, ought to support mainly the digital resources in order to respect the
logic of usage required by the system. In this logic of usage, the digital user is an
essential actor in the landscape of digital information, he acts and interacts with
others; making use of, transforming and producing information. Each individual
composes their own digital identity, thus generating the e-reputation that characterises them and for which they have to take care [3]. Our general objective
was to design an application that would provide a consolidated management of
the users’ digital resources and environment. We opted for an application that
would be used by researchers as several studies had shown that the problem
of researcher profiling poses many challenging issues including : the automatic
extraction of researcher profiles from distributed sources (homepages, indexing
authorities, etc.) [4], the consistency and completeness of information and the
resolution of ambiguity [5]. These issues are further aggravated by the explosion
of information of research artifacts with the research community. Researchers’

Facets of user assistance Characteristics to act on this facet
Characterises digital resources in order to calculate the
Resources management
relevance of these resources for users in the systems
Characterises resources management rules and user’s
Process management
process management interaction to adapt the usage
Criterions for building a user trust community [7],
Collaboration management
resource sharing and recommendation
Table 1. Facets of assistance in PRISE

information is mostly scattered and is represented in a syntactic manner [4] (not
meaningfully described ) thus minimizing the interoperability between heterogeneous knowledge and information sources [6]. In our application we first decided
to design a consistent researcher profile based on IMS-LIP extension and a tracebased system which can be used to complete the researcher profile. Indeed, the
user’s profiles provide the system with pertinent information to assist the user
in aspects defined in Table1.
Our contribution concerns the first facet of this table, i.e. resources management.
In this paper we proposed :
– an extension of the IMS-LIP model for research;
– criterions to characterise the relevance of a digital resource according to the
user profile.
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State of the art

The user model is a representation of information about an individual user that
is essential for an adaptive system to provide the adaptation effect. i.e. to behave
differently for different users[2]. The researcher is like a learner in the system,
who uses resources to acquire knowledge and produce scientific results.
Usually, five most popular and useful features are found when viewing the
user as an individual: the user’s knowledge, interests, goals, background and
individual traits. In [2] The authors discuss modelling the context of a user’s
work. In our work we wanted to modelize the user in order to assist him in
his resource management process and to characterise his interaction in the
environment.
Some existing learner models in the literature are as follows :
1. IEEE PAPI-Learner [8] (Public and Private Information-Learner specification) is a standard developed within the IEE P1484.2 Learner Model Working
Group. Its objective is to specify the semantics and the syntax of a Learner
Model, which characterises a learner and his knowledge. It includes elements
such as knowledge, skills, abilities, learning styles, records, and personal
information. PAPI Learner was initially developed for learning technology

applications but can easily be extended to other types of human related information such as medical and financial applications. PAPI is one of the first
standards which provides a framework that organizes learner data. There is
lot of learner data that this standard does not take into account [9] and which
can be exchangeable between various e-learning systems. This explains why
this proposal has been extended by IMS in its new standard IMS-LIP[10].
2. IMS-LIP[11] is based on a data model that describes those characteristics
of a learner that are needed for the general purposes of: Recording and
managing learning-related history, goals and accomplishments; Engaging a
learner in a learning experience; Discovering learning opportunities for learners. The specification supports the exchange of learner information among
learning management systems, human resource systems, student information
systems, enterprise e-learning systems, knowledge management systems and
other systems used in the learning process. We note that IMS LIP provided
valuable extensions compared to the PAPI model, but it does not meet all
the systems’ needs in terms of user data completeness and management,
which explains its adaptation within application profiles.
3. SERPOLET [10] offers solutions to the issue of learner data interoperability
between e-learning systems. This model is based on IMS-LIP with extension
to the need of learner data interoparability.
From these propositions, we chose to extend the IMS-LIP standard for many
reasons. Firstly, IMS-LIP is the interoperability standard chosen by CEN/ISSS [12].
Secondly, it defines a user data model as a set of 11 categories to be imported
or exported between systems. The IMS-LIP extension in Fig. 1 that we defined
provides relevant information about the researcher and his activities. The tracebased system maintains a consistent profile and makes it more complete.

Fig. 1. IMS-LIP extension application profile for researcher

Fig. 2. LOM application profil for researcher resource

We need to understand the interactivity of the user in order to assist him.
In [13] the authors proposed an ontology-Based User modelling for Knowledge
Management Systems using IMS-LIP. They defined the behaviour category that
extended the IMS-LIP model. In our work, we consider that the behaviour is
the dynamic information of profile, so we use interactivity to capture the model
of user interaction with the resources which can characterise the user model.
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Our methods

It should be remembered that the objective of the profile is to provide relevant
information about the user and provide mechanisms to assist a user in the consolidated management of his resources and environment. Firstly, we proposed an
extension of the IMS-LIP model in Fig. 1 to take into account the user’s interaction. In digital resources management system it is very important to characterise
the user’s interactivity type and interactivity level to adapt the digital resource
usage process.
Secondly, our methods involved determining what criterions are necessary to
characterise the user’s digital resources relevance and how to use it the latter.
We identified two levels of use of a user’s profile:
– the static level: we can directly use the informations, of the user, stored in
the database.
– the dynamic level: we can calculate the information of the user from information stored and his context in the system.
The first level requires less effort in the semantic analysis. The informations
that we deemed relevant for the profile are : research domain, research field,
user’s prefered language, user’s technology style, qualification level, keywords
and research interests
The second level requires more effort in the semantic analysis. The informations

needed are : the user intention [14] [15], the user objective the user interactivity
type, the user interactivity level and the scientific problems. These informations
are context-aware, so they require a real-time analysis and they characterise the
user’s information needs. We have chosen these criterions because they are importants for a researcher looking for informations and in the objectives of our
study. Our contribution consisted in combining these two types of data on the
user, in order to determine the relevance of the resource and to adapt it to the
usage needs.
We characterised the resource using all the metadata associated with it. The
Fig. 2 shows the main elements of the research resource metadata in our environment. Despite the fact that quite often the metadata are not the main
elements that characterise a document. In the context of this work we put forth
the hypothesis that the metadata provide a good characterisation of the resource.
In our experimental environment 3, we characterised these metadata as mainly:
bibliography data [16], usage (reader/producer) data and evaluation data. After
that we compared the matching of the profile information 4 with the resource
metadata. We experiment as well the use of TF-IDF [17] to calculate these levels
of relevancy. However this aspect is not yet ready enough to be presented.
Our methodology for modelling the research user and managing his profile
consists in explaining how the data in the user’s profiles is collected, how it is
fomalized and how it is used to satisfy system assistance needs.
There are two possibilities for collecting the necessary user data [18] :
1. Explicit collection of the data: users’ preferences are found explicitly, by
asking them to submit the necessary information manually before any personalisation is provided. Explicitly entered profile information is considered
to be high quality, but users generally dislike having to spend time and effort
submitting data to a system, especially when the benefits may not be immediately obvious. This can make the explicit collection of sufficient profile
data difficult[18]. This type of collection is achieved through the fields that
we propose in the IMS LIP model extension for the researcher.
2. Implicit collection of data: users’ preferences are inferred from their normal
interactions with the system. The advantage of collecting profile data this
way is that the user is relieved of the burden of having to supply and keep
up-to-date the necessary information. But the implicit measures of interest
are generally thought to be lower quality than explicitly gathered preferences
[19].
The purpose of trace-based management system is to identify the trace elements necessary to propose a relevant user profile and system for the automatic
update of user’s data.
We considered the activity category in the profile because it is data that we
mainly use in our research. There are traces in the past of the users. Furthermore, there are many interactions in an interactive environment and during its
execution, actors can generate traces [20]. We combined the user profile and the
trace-based system to construct our model. These traces were collected from the
interaction of the user with the environment. The users’ traces were used by

carrying out three steps consecutively. Firstly, a function was defined to collect
all traces that were produced by the interaction between the user and the environment. We propose then a step of traces’ filtering. This step aims to filter all
the traces in order to get the pertinent traces. Finally, we present the filtered
traces and integrate them in the user’s profile.
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Experimentation and discussion

To experiment our proposal we created an environment that allows a researcher
to manage their digital resources. The system offers a set of tools that make it
more effective in the production of scientific results. Our research environment
PRISE (PeRsonal Interactive research Smart Environment) includes several tools
: digital resources management (Fig. 3), social network including our model of
the researcher’s profile (Fig. 4) and events management.

Fig. 3. Digital Resource management in
PRISE

Fig. 4. example of IMS-LIP extension
profile for researcher

Through our experimentation in PRISE, we used the elements of the user’s
profile necessary to achieve the first facets proposed in the Table 1.
Table 2 shows these profile criterions in order to characterise the resource management relevance in the system. These criterions were used to assist the user
resources management process, resources relevant for the user and resource recommendation criterions based on the user profile.
Our experimental system implemented our LOM [21] application profile for
research. The resource metadata was stored in a NoSQL database using JSON
API to manipulate it. NoSQL has the quality required to be a document store
database. The user profile model was stored in SQL database for reuse needs
and we used REST web services to retrieve the profile information.

Facets of user assistance Item criterions used in the profil
Prefered language; Language level; Research field;
Keywords; Research field level; Qualification level;
Resources management
Research interests; interactivity type; interactivity level
Table 2. User profil criterions for user assistance in PRISE

We have discussed our work in terms of the research described in [22] [23].
These authors made an important contribution by automatically characterizing
the resource quality using the machine learning. Our contribution completes
these works using the user profile and resource metadata. We also found that
our user model was more complete and provided relevant information about the
researcher in the system. The models we compared, in the main lack information
on the objectives of the researcher, their scientific problems, their preferences,
as well as entire elements on their activities as well. Our model could also serve
as a reference for the social research networks like Mendeley, Academia and
ResearchGate etc.
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Conclusion and future works

In this paper we presented work in progress on the researcher profile modelling
in a personal research system. We have identified and used the relevant characteristics to adapt and assist the researcher with his digital resources, to achieve
relevant management of his resources. The main contribution was in consistent
researcher profile modelling based on IMS-LIP extension and the approach of
trace-based management to fill the user profile model use this model to assist
user’s in research resources management systems.
Future work will firstly consist in improving the dynamic usage of the user profile information and the TF-IDF method to calculate the resource relevance.
Secondly, it will provide some mechanisms for a dynamic usage of user’s resource process based on the user profile, in order to maintain his environment’s
consistency and assist him in the consolidated management of his resources.
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